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Bombshell: CDC whistleblower goes further: mercury causes autism

Posted: 05 Sep 2014 06:16 PM PDT

by Jon Rappoport
September 4, 2014
www.nomorefakenews.com

The brief explosive video is posted at autismmediachannel.com on the home page: “CDC
Whistleblower William Thompson on Thimerosal.”

Beyond admitting to fraud in a 2004 CDC study that exonerated the MMR vaccine, Dr.
William Thompson, a CDC scientist, asserts there is a connection between mercury
(thimerosal) in vaccines and autism.

Thompson states that giving a vaccine containing mercury to a pregnant woman is
something he would never do.

Couched in science-speak, Thompson winds up his remarks with this: “There is biologic
plausibility right now to say thimerosal causes autism-like features.”

For a scientist at the CDC to make this admission, after millions and millions of dollars
have been spent by that agency and the US government to conclude mercury has no
connection to autism…it’s extraordinary, to say the least.

The PR mantra declaring thimerosal safe has been repeated thousands of times by major
media outlets—and now a researcher on the inside has repudiated it.

Experts and other con artists will try to parse Thompson’s words, but the meaning is clear.
Only a mindless idiot or an overt killer would inject a vaccine containing mercury into a
human being.

Meanwhile, the major media blackout on Thompson’s revelations continues. The collusion
in a vast crime is their mission.
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CDC Whistleblower on Thimerosal in Pregnant Women from Autism Media Channel on

Vimeo.

The author of three explosive collections, THE MATRIX REVEALED, EXIT FROM
THE MATRIX, and POWER OUTSIDE THE MATRIX, Jon was a candidate for a US

Congressional seat in the 29th District of California. He maintains a consulting practice for
private clients, the purpose of which is the expansion of personal creative power.
Nominated for a Pulitzer Prize, he has worked as an investigative reporter for 30 years,
writing articles on politics, medicine, and health for CBS Healthwatch, LA Weekly, Spin
Magazine, Stern, and other newspapers and magazines in the US and Europe. Jon has
delivered lectures and seminars on global politics, health, logic, and creative power to
audiences around the world. You can sign up for his free emails at
www.nomorefakenews.com

GrandeLander: Shoddy forgery exposed in 1963 Green Hilton

Agreement docs presented by Keenan

Posted: 05 Sep 2014 05:48 PM PDT

Source Link: our-manmade-disasters.blogspot.ca

Shoddy forgery exposed in 1963 Green Hilton Agreement docs presented by Keenan

- by GrandeLander (Sept 5, 2014)

On May 14, 2012, Keenan & Co sent out a Cease & Desist order signed by Keith Scott & Neil Keenan.

 This was just weeks before Neil had his lawsuit dated 11.22.2011 (48th anniversary of JFK

assassination) withdrawn. To the global audience, it appeared that Neil Keenan (the plaintiff on behalf

of the Dragon Family) was finally ready to slay the "Cabal Beast" in an open court. He broadcast it in his

U-turn updates. The world was all excited and glued to the U-turn drama series for this climax, an epic

court battle.

But like all popular long running TV series (...remember Dallas & Dynasty), it was a psyops meant to

disappoint. Part of the "build-up high hopes only to be dropped from a tall building" mass distraction

strategy, the cabal had planned. So disappointed that no one really look into details the forged 1963

Green Hilton Agreement documents presented as the legal basis for the Cease & Desist order by Neil
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Keenan and Keith Scott.

If Keenan knew that CIA-plant Keith Scott, a known pedophile and self-confessed traitor who plotted the

downfall of his previous boss at OITC (Dr Ray Dam), was betraying Keenan (as constantly advised by

another ex-CIA Dr Van De Meer and other concrete evidence like taped conversation) why the hell did

he co-sign and co-issue the Cease & Desist – Neil Keenan Papers with Keith Scott? But that is

another story and another article. Either,

this Neil Keenan is a dumbass idiot who can't see the obvious evidence on his nose and by

extension, his inability to slay the global banking fraud beast with all the hidden corners and long

lost evidence, OR

he is another planted cabal "ZERO" actor, meant to buy time and to lead the sheeple audience in an

endless loop of roller-coaster rides while the cabal masters plot their global reset WWIII

Armageddon moves. 

The answer is obvious if we only take a closer look at the shoddy forgery GHA documents. There are

multiple reasons why Neil Keenan had to use forged documents, obviously fabricated by his young

Indonesian fraudsters who had never seen or known typewriters to have existed before the advent of

computers and word processing / imaging software in the eighties. Another article in the series.

Couldn't Neil Keenan have employed a more professional team of art/document con-artists who could

have produced more convincing fakes?  The answers lie in the almost real, high quality multi-billion

fake FED bonds which Yamaguichi and Watanabe were caught with in 2009.

What good would these fake bonds be if they are valued at such huge denominations ($500

million and $1billion)? Yet the counterfeits were of such high quality, they could only have

been produced by the US Treasury itself.

“According to Wiesenthal, in order to counterfeit these bonds, "it would be the kind of

technology you would expect only a government to have." Wiesenthal also believes the 1934

issuance date on the bonds suggests they may be elaborate forgeries.”

http://our-manmade-disasters.blogspot.com/2014/08/2009-134-billion-us-bond-mystery-

solved.html

Neil Keenan (by now you know is working for the Cabal, more evidence in coming articles) was

originally employed, to distract global attention away from the professional high quality fake FED bonds

scandal. Again there is a long series of articles which we started to prepare in 2008, following the global

financial crisis. That by the way, is the main real "Dallas / Dynasty" story that is still being scripted and

screen-played while Neil Keenan's U-turn drama series distract global attention.   

Cease & Desist – Neil Keenan Papers (Rev.)

Posted on August 18, 2012

NOTE: This is the reason dates don’t seem right. Drake

The Green Hilton Agreement was not implemented until 1968 (this is why the

dates differ between Kennedy’s signature and the dates of the assets) when

Soekarno fell from office and when Global Trade made it imperative that the

world have a Global Currency. As the Gold had been transferred to the US

Treasury in 1968, a series of Bonds known as Kennedy Bonds were issued in

order to honor the terms of the Green Hilton Agreement made between Kennedy

and Soekarno, the 1968 terms of the gold delivery to the United States being

different than made in 1934. When after 30 years, interest had not been paid as

promised, a reissue of the bonds in an increased number were issued as

commemorative notes and were accepted by the owners of the Gold, the Dragon

Family being held by the Soekarno Trust, the Indonesian Elders, Holders and
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Gatekeepers. The Soekarno Trust held mostly all assets throughout Asia.

From: Neil Keenan

To: ‘Drake Bailey’

Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 12:05 PM

Subject: Emailing: Cease & Desist UBS-BIS + Evidence (05-14-12)

The message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments:

Cease & Desist UBS-BIS + Evidence (05-14-12)

Served Upon the Following Entities and their Executives:

Union Bank of Switzerland (UBS)

Bank for International Settlements (BIS)

ORDER TO CEASE & DESIST CRIMINAL ACTS

Under penalty of enforcement of the lawful rights, powers and authorities detailed in

this Order, enforceable on national and international law enforcement and national and

international security levels of all countries involved, on the basis of applicable laws as

applied to the facts supported by evidence, you are hereby formally served this legal and

binding Order to Cease & Desist certain highly illegal and criminal activities. 

Official criminal complaints to numerous agencies on various high levels in multiple

countries are already being actively prepared by qualified legal counsel with veteran law

enforcement and national security consultants, to be filed imminently. In the event of your

failure or refusal to deliver to us convincing formal written assurance and binding

commitment to comply with this Order, by reply within 3 banking days, then such criminal

complaints will be filed.

CEASE & DESIST ORDER FOR THE DARK CABAL [NEIL KEENAN PAPERS]

AUGUST 17, 2012

http://eclinik.wordpress.com/2012/08/17/cease-desist-order-for-the-dark-cabal-neil-keenan-

papers/

One of the final documents that will bring down the Dark Cabal in charge of the world

economy for centuries is about to be served. You are all enjoined to spread the most

important document of the 21st Century. 
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Unlike the Obama Birth Certificate, the evidence below is absolutely unimpeachable. 

The recovery of Asian Treasures will be used for the financing of massive worldwide

development, as it was intended to be from the very beginning and up to the time of

Soekarno and Kennedy, through the release of all suppressed technologies including free

energy, anti-gravity and teleportation, organ and limb regeneration,replicators and all other

exotic knowledge hidden from ordinary mortals. 

All fakes no matter how professionally fabricated can and will be exposed

Can the cabal including the FED, global banking system and most of the colluding western countries,

withstand the exposure of another high quality fake scam? Neil Keenan & Co u-turn drama series was

meant to be a side show distraction, not "the straw that breaks the Cabal's back" (David

Wilcock).

Obama's fraudulent birth certs could have been so professionally conned (not just the poorly fabricated

birth certs themselves), it would have taken another 100 years to crack. No, the Obama Birth

Cert Fraud was meant to be exposed. Questions remain why it was exposed so early in the game when

the expected martial laws - social uprising-Cabal US-takeover did not follow through.

Keenan's fraudulent GHA documents were also meant to be exposed. How long it takes to be exposed,

the mass response, where's and how's, are some of the many indicators and answers the cabal need to

know before plotting their next move. Keenan and the U-turn drama series can be terminated like all

popular long running TV series. But not their main Global Banking & Oil Ponzi scheme. It is all about

the confidence of the high-net worth investors. A high investors' confidence is needed before they

suddenly pull out the plug clogging global financial system (or more appropriately, global financial

sewage). The cabal nearly expired (sank) with the Titanic crash of the 2008 Global Financial Collapse.

Yes it was planned by them. But the 2008 collapse was out of time (schedule) and out of sync with the

many planned false flags and mega disasters that occurred (or failed to materialise).

They can't afford to make the same mistakes as in 2008. The "unexpected" arrests and exposure of the

2009 $134.5 billion fake bonds, scared the craps out of the cabal. Keenan was the cabal-controlled bag

man on the ground to diffuse and distract the critical situation. They sure as hell would not want

Keenan's little side show to be the last straw that breaks the cabal's back.

The shoddy con-artist workmanship was meant to be a decoupling "quick release link" to the cabal, in

the event of an exposure.  The convenient cover story that will hit the headlines:

"Neil Keenan, the plaintiff in the 11.22.2011 lawsuit against the cabal banksters, suffers yet another

setback in his quest to release the global collateral accounts for the benefit of mankind. The supposedly

genuine Amanah Assets papers in his possession, have been exposed to be poor 3rd world fakes,

fabricated by local Indonesian con-artists.........blah.....blah ......twists & spins......blah blah".  

If you are still not convinced, just ask yourself whether any respectable US president or international

bank representatives would sign such poorly worded ambiguous agreement even for a 1 million dollar

loan, let alone an international agreement on the fate of thousands of kg of gold.

Such shoddy amateurish forgery could never be the work of the FED or 1st world government in

possession of high tech sophisticated facilities; the way, the FED & US govt had been implicated in the

2009 $134.5 billion high quality fake bonds.

“According to Wiesenthal, in order to counterfeit these bonds, "it would be the kind of technology you

would expect only a government to have." Wiesenthal also believes the 1934 issuance date on the bonds

suggests they may be elaborate forgeries."   
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Part II - details of "intentional" shoddy forgery workmanship in Keenan's Amanah Asset papers.

http://our-manmade-disasters.blogspot.ca/2014/09/shoddy-forgery-exposed-in-1963-

green.html?m=1
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